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CUT OUT NUMBERS FOR FLOORS

	 The floor designation by the special self - sticking numbers of GRA-�
VOPLY material is most often used in modern business buildings in which�
the interieur is made in marble.�
�
	 The cut out numbers for floor designation are placed in front of the�
central elevator and in the central staircase.�

	 Besides yielding the necessary information about the floor, the nu-�
merals and the numbers with their pleasantness contribute to the improve-�
ment of the visual impression of the building.�

	 The numerals are Arabic, perforated from the font HELVETICA BOLD.

dimension> The height of numerals is 150 mm.�

color> By the choice of architect - investor from the producer^s shade chart�
with more than 20 shades.�

material> GRAVOPLY material, an American producer NEW HERMES�
product.�

production technique> Cutting by the programmed CNC machine.

installation> The numeral is attached by double self - sticking tape 3M 468MP�
which provides a solid connection to the background.�

*The manufacturing - cutting off the numerals of other dimensions and of other materials is�
available. We are also producing the cut through backgrounds of clirit if a numeral is to be put�
on the paravent, the facade brick or the like.
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